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Recent years have seen exciting developments in the use of RFID tags as sensors to enable a range of applications
including home automation, health and wellness, and augmented reality. However, widespread use of RFIDs
as sensors requires significant instrumentation to deploy tethered readers, which limits usability in mobile
settings. Our solution is WearID, a low-power wrist-worn backscatter reader that bridges this gap and allows
ubiquitous sensing of interaction with tagged objects. Our end-to-end design includes innovations in hardware
architecture to reduce power consumption and deal with wrist attenuation and blockage, as well as signal
processing architecture to reliably detect grasping, touching, and other hand-based interactions. We show via
exhaustive characterization that WearID is roughly 6× more power-efficient than state-of-art commercial readers,
provides 3D coverage of 30–50 cm around the wrist despite body blockage, and can be used to reliably detect
hand-based interactions. We also open source the design of WearID with the hope that this can enable a range of
new and unexplored applications of wearables.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The ability to monitor tactile interactions between people and objects is important for a range of
applications including home automation, health and wellness, smart spaces, augmented reality, and
tele-rehabilitation. Perhaps the simplest way to monitor such interactions is by using passive UHF
RFID tags that can be cheaply attached to objects. Recent work on interactive RFID systems has
shown that such tags can be used not only for identification, but also for sensing the type of interaction
by analyzing low-level channel parameters like phase and RSSI. This makes it possible to detect
whether the interaction involves touching a tag [27], blocking a tag [28], or moving a tagged object
[64], as well as relative orientation with respect to a tagged object [56]. This has applications in many
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Fig. 1. Wearables provide extensive information about physiological and movement signals at the
worn location. But they provide little information about interactions with objects in the physical world.

scenarios including interactive smart homes [16], human-robot interaction [30], and battery-less user
interfaces [47].
While an expanding set of applications use RFIDs as a sensor for measuring interaction, the
implicit assumption is that it is easy to deploy readers in the infrastructure. This is a restrictive
assumption, particularly because it does not extend to ambulatory situations where RFID-based
sensing can be very useful. In contrast to infrastructure-based readers, a wearable reader that is
integrated into a device like a wristwatch can bridge an important gap in wearable technologies.
But wearables do not enable such sensing. As illustrated in Figure 1, today’s wearable technologies
are primarily focused on measuring physiological and movement signals rather than monitoring
interaction with external objects.
The figure shows two classes of applications in which WearID can have significant utility in a
wearable scenario. The first class involves monitoring of interaction with tagged objects without
explicit user interaction. For example, automated journaling using cheap tags on soda cans, alcoholic
beverages, chips, and cigarette packs can help with behavior tracking and modification for alcoholics,
smokers, and binge eaters. Such tracking can also be beneficial to monitor medication adherence;
studies have shown that persistent and consistent adherence is needed for optimal clinical outcomes
[45]. WearID can also be useful as a cognitive assistant that tracks the sequence in which tagged
objects are used and can provide instructions for furniture assembly, food preparation using a recipe,
and daily routines for the elderly. A cognitive assistant can also be useful at the workplace, for
example to track the sequence of objects a physician might want to interact with during a medical
procedure. WearID can also be useful in pill tracking (UHF RFIDs have recently been embedded in
smart pills [5]), as well as smart clothing and garments [38]. Thus, everything from smart pills to
smart clothing may be equipped with embedded RFIDs, making such a wearable reader a crucial
component of the wearable ecosystem.
We face two challenges in achieving this objective. First, we need to design a practical wearable
backscatter reader that operates within the form-factor and power constraints of a smartwatch-class
device. The downside of a typical UHF RFID reader is that it consumes a lot of power. Second, such
a device should have a relatively narrow field of view to capture signals from tags that an individual
interacts with rather than a large number of tags that may be in the vicinity of a user. While the
RFID industry has been growing steadily as object tracking and IoT have become more pervasive,
commercial readers are intended mostly for tethered operation and need to use high transmission
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power to read tags over tens of feet in cluttered environments. Our goal is to design a reader that is
optimized to measure short-range tactile interactions, while being small form-factor, low-power and
robust to occlusion by the hand.
While our work builds on a large body of research in the area of backscatter circuits and systems
[19, 31, 49, 58], the main innovation is in enabling an end-to-end wearable RFID reader that is
low-power, small form-factor, and exposes phase and RSS output for RFID sensing applications. Our
work is inspired by early work on the design of glove and bracelet-sized NFC readers for activity
recognition [14]. However, an NFC-based approach has two limitations: a) NFC operates at a long
wavelength of 22 meters and does not provide useful phase information, and b) NFC operates at
short ranges of a few centimeters (with wearable form-factor antennas) and is therefore more suited
for intentional interactions like credit card payment.
Summary of results In summary, we design WearID, a wearable, low-power UHF Backscatter
reader that is designed to detect interactions with tagged objects. Our end-to-end implementation of
WearID includes a hardware prototype that is optimized for power, form-factor, and performance and
a signal processing/machine learning pipeline to classify various interactions. Our experiments with
WearID show that:
• WearID can provide IQ (in-phase, quadrature) output to enable a variety of fine-grained RFID
applications while consuming 6× less power than best-in-class commercial readers.
• WearID can provide 3D coverage of 30 – 50 centimeters despite hand blockage, thereby
enabling robust monitoring of interactions with objects in the hand.
• WearID can reliably detect various interactions including grasp and release of objects, touch of
a tag, and passing near a tag.
2

RELATED WORK

Our work builds on or relates to a substantial body of literature in two broad categories: a)
infrastructure-based interaction detection methods using RFIDs and other modalities, and b) wearablebased interaction detection using NFC/RFID and non-RFID based techniques.
We start by describing methods for detecting interactions by leveraging infrastructure-mounted
devices including RFID readers, WiFi APs, and other devices. We also provide a summary of this
work in Table 1.
Infrastructure-mounted RFID readers: There has been substantial interest in measuring interaction with RFIDs via infrastructure deployed RFID readers. The work in this domain aims to detect
various gestures and interactions using phase and RSSI information of the read tags. For example,
GRFID measures swipe interactions in front of a tag by looking at changes in phase [64], RF-IDRAW
tracks the Angle of Arrival (AoA) of an RFID tag on a user’s finger to track text drawn in the air
[54], RFCompass mounts an RFID reader on a robot and uses RFID tags on objects to assist with
robot navigation and orientation sensing [56], IDSense classifies user interactions with a tagged
object by extracting features from phase and RSSI information [29], and Tadar enables through-wall
RFID-based tracking by leveraging low-level RF signals and several reference tags [59].
Our work on using a wrist-worn RFID reader for interaction detection is inspired by this body
of work, but adds a dimension that is currently lacking. While infrastructure-based readers do not
require the user to wear any device, it often involves substantial overhead for instrumenting the
space. The coverage area of a reader is bottlenecked by the ability to deliver sufficient power to
a passive tag, particularly in conditions where there is occlusion due to the human body between
the reader and tag. This necessitates careful reader placement with multiple directional antennas to
provide adequate coverage. This limitation is evident from a review of how prior work has evaluated
RFID-based sensing methods. The evaluation involves placing directional antennas carefully to point
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Infrastructure Needs

Methods based on UHF RFID technology
GRFID [64]
Wall-mounted reader; multiple
reference tags on wall
RFIDraw [54]
Wall-mounted reader; Tagged
finger
IDSense [29]
Ceiling-mounted reader; Tagged
objects
RF-Compass [56] Robot-mounted reader; tagged
robot and objects
Tadar [59]
Reader behind wall; tags on wall
Methods based on WiFi technology
CARM [57]
AP and laptop
WiGest [9]
AP and laptop
WiSee [39]
Multiple APs
WiDraw [48]
AP and laptop
MultiTrack [50]
Multiple WiFi devices

Interaction Area

Signal Features

2 m reader to tags; 70-90
cm tags to user
Small room

Signal phase

Small room
2–6 m

RSSI, phase, Doppler
shift, tag ID
Multipath profile

4-6m in front of wall

Phase and RSS

42 m2 Lab
≤30 cm above laptop
whole home
2 ft in front of laptop
70 m2 Classroom

CSI
RSS
Doppler shift
AoA
CSI

AoA

Table 1. An overview of infrastructure-based activity recognition methods

in the direction of the RFID tags being sensed, and ensuring that the human body does not occlude
the LoS path between the reader and the tag. For example, GRFID [64] was evaluated when a user
performs the actions in field of view of the used directional antenna without occluding the LoS
path; the room in [29] has a ceiling-mounted RFID reader with antenna facing the tagged toys; the
interactions in [27] are performed with a reader antenna underneath the table and facing upwards;
and so on. WearID removes this restriction since the reader is on the hand and not blocked by the
body while the user is interacting with an object.
WiFi and Vision-based Detection: There has been a lot of work on tag-free methods for inferring
activities and interactions. One such technique that has been used frequently is the repurposing of
WiFi signals to perform activity and gesture classification by leveraging the fact that body movements
change the channel. For example, WiSee translates observed Doppler shift into gestures [39], WiGest
relates RSSI of the WiFi signal to gestures [9], CARM utilizes changes in CSI in WiFi transmissions
to identify human activities [57], and WiDraw [48] uses Angle of Arrival (AoA), RSS, and CSI of
each channel to track hand position.
These methods lead to coarse-grained detectors since it is often difficult to separate reflections due
to the human and object from a sea of other reflections and multipaths. In particular, the movement
of a human hand/fingers is notoriously difficult to resolve using wireless reflections. In contrast,
WearID provides very specific information about phase/RSSI of objects in the immediate vicinity of
the hand, allowing us to extract relative movement of the hand and the object.
There are many other modalities aside from WiFi that can be used for remotely sensing interaction.
One common approach is to leverage image or depth information, and process the stream to extract
information regarding objects, people, activities, and gestures (e.g. [26, 46]). While vision/depth
cameras are an excellent tool for such research, two key limitations are that they require Line of
Sight (LoS) and that they are not always easy to deploy in the “wild” due to privacy concerns.
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Wearable-based methods

We now turn to work on leveraging wrist-worn wearables to detect interactions. We classify this work
into two sub-areas — use of a mobile RFID/NFC reader, and passive sensing using a smartwatch.
Activity recognition using mobile RFID reader: An alternative to an infrastructure-based RFID
reader is the use of a wearable RFID reader. Much of the work with wearable RFID focus on the use
of near-field NFC technology rather than far-field RFID (unfortunately, both of these are referred to
as RFID leading to confusion in distinguishing between the technologies). The use of a wearable
NFC reader for activity monitoring was proposed nearly a decade ago by Fishkin et al [44]. For
example, RFIDGlove [33] is an NFC reader with a large 10 cm loop antenna around the hand, and
with a read range of a few centimeters. This was further extended in iBracelet [14], which shrank the
device to the size of a wrist-worn band, and used a circular loop antenna on the wrist to get higher
range of about 10 cm.
There are two key downsides to using NFC for such applications. The first is that much of the
recent work on using RFID as a sensor relies on phase information which can be used to track small
changes in relative distance. This is possible because UHF RFID operates at 915 MHz and has a
wavelength of about 33 cm. But NFC operates at 13.56 MHz and has a wavelength of about 22 meters,
so phase changes due to small movements are not observable using this technique. The second is that
range is directly dependent on the size of the loop antenna, and it is difficult to place larger antennas
on a wristband. This places a hard limit on the distance over which NFC can work from a wearable
device (commercial NFC readers on smartwatches operate only at a couple of centimeters). A UHF
RFID reader does not have such limitations, and can increase range as needed by increasing the
transmit power.
There is also some work on small and low-power UHF RFID readers. In the commercial sphere,
reader chips have evolved considerably in their ability to power tags at longer distances, and scale to
large numbers of tags. But power has not been a dominant design consideration. As a result, while
hand-held readers for inventory management are commonplace, these are not sufficiently low-power
to be integrated into a wearable device like a smartwatch.
Our work also builds on recent efforts to design COTS-based backscatter readers [19, 34]. WearID
improves on these efforts in several ways: a) WearID provides IQ signals for RFID-based sensing
whereas Braidio and [34] use an envelope-based receiver that is non-coherent and insensitive to
phase. The devices are also designed without form-factor as a constraint and make design choices
(e.g. multiple antennas in [19]) that make it difficult to scale down into a wearable form-factor device.
Some chip-level proposals for low-power RFID reader designs have also been presented in
literature. For example, [60] presents a chip-level design of a reader that consumes 160 mW and has a
output power of 4dBm, although most are designed with RFID identification rather than sensing and
do not provide IQ output. Perhaps the main difference is that our design is designed to be practical to
enable prototyping and exploration of new applications.
Wearable-based methods: A class of techniques that has seen significant research in recent years
is measurement of interaction using smartwatches and other wearables. Table 2 lists several such
approaches — these primarily track gestures but also sense signals emitted or induced from the
object via vibration, electromagnetic, acoustic, or capacitive sensors.
Our work complements such passive sensing approaches in that we can provide a direct and
unambiguous signal about the interaction, which helps precisely localize temporal windows when an
interaction occurs. This is often a challenge for passive sensing-based methods where the start and
end of an interaction is difficult to precisely isolate from the stream of data. It may, of course, be
possible to further improve our ability to characterize interaction with objects by combining these
signals with WearID.
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Modality

Prior Work

Comments

Wearable RFID readers
Near-field NFC RFIDGlove [33], iBracelet NFC reader integrated into a wearable glove and wrist-worn
RFID
[14]
device. Range of 10–15cm. No phase output, hence not useful
for sensing applications. High power output and/or large loop
antenna for desired range (≈200mW for 10cm range [14]).
Far-field
UHF Simple Low-cost RFID Only ID output, no phase output for RFID sensing; large
RFID
Reader [35], Braidio [19]
form-factor and not designed for body wear.
Passive sensing via smartwatches
Inertial
RisQ
[37],
ArmTrack Use inertial sensors to infer hand/shoulder trajectory and
[43], TypingRing [36], detect gestures and behaviors. Complementary and can be
Osense [10]
fused with RF signals from WearID.
Electromagnetics EMSense [25], Electric Leverage electromagnetic emissions from devices, particuField [12, 63]
larly powered ones like drills.
Acoustics
GestureRing [17], BodyBeat Sound is used to either detect motion along surfaces or to
[40]
classify different sounds generated by the human body.
Vibration
Viband [24]
High speed accelerometers are used to classify bio-acoustic
events.
Body
Skintrack [62] Skinput [18] Classify interactions with human skin and use as a general
purpose input mechanism.
Capacitive
Touche [42], SignetRing Wearable device capacitively couples with the environment
[55]
or capacitive touch screen. The resulting channel can be used
for communications or to classify the surroundings.
Table 2. Survey of work on wearable/low-power RFID readers and wearable-based methods for
detecting interactions.

3

OVERVIEW OF WEARID OPERATION

The central advantage of WearID is that it provides a wearable form-factor device that can sense
interactions with objects that are taggged with backscatter devices such as passive RFID tags or
Computational RFIDs like the WISP [61], while providing physical layer information regarding the
communication link. Figure 2 shows an application example where WearID can detect the particular
object being picked up amongst multiple objects.
Cognitive Assistance: A broad class of applications seek to assist a user by remembering a set of
tasks that have been previously performed or tracking tasks in real-time as they are performed. These
tasks could range from following a recipe to prepare a meal, following instructions to assemble a
piece of furniture, or a medication adherence reminder service that informs a user which medications
they have taken earlier in the day.
WearID is suited for cognitive assistance applications since it can be used to track tasks that involve
the manipulation of physical objects with attached RFID tags. The unique identifier stored in each
tag is used to determine which tag is being interacted with, while signal level information is used to
determine when the tag is interacted with and what type of interaction is being performed. While
inertial sensors can be used to capture and label specific gestures such as hand to mouth [21, 37], it
can be quite difficult to correctly label an interaction without additional information; WearID can
provide both of these functions simultaneously.
Just-in-time Interventions: Another use case of WearID is in the context of health monitoring.
There has been substantial interest in just-in-time adaptive interventions (JITAI) for addictive behavior
[41, 53]. For example, the Sense2Stop intervention for quitting smoking involves monitoring stress
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Fig. 2. WearID being used to distinguish various objects.

and hand-to-mouth gestures, and triggering support at vulnerable times when a user may lapse [51].
The challenge is the lack of a reliable signal immediately prior to a smoking lapse — hand-to-mouth
gestures are detected after the fact i.e. after the individual has lapsed, and stress can occur at many
times other than just before a smoking lapse, making it difficult to isolate the specific event. By
tagging the cigarette pack, WearID can be used to provide such a signal prior to a smoking lapse. We
evaluate this use-case in §5.2.
Smart pill bottle: A major challenge in the healthcare system today is tracking prescription
medication use, particularly for opioids. Compulsive opioid abuse is a significant problem in the
US and has led to several large initiatives that seek to curb and manage their use. Since pillbottles
cnan be easily and cheaply instrumented with RFID tags, WearID can be useful to track medication
use among patients who are newly prescribed opioids to manage pain. The combination of timing
information about opioid medication intake together with information about anxiety and craving from
physiological parameters like heart rate and breathing rate that wearables provide can potentially lead
to enhanced understanding of the propensity for addiction. In turn, this can lead to better addiction
management strategies.
4

WEARID: A LOW-POWER WRISTWORN READER

The design of WearID involves several optimizations in terms of power consumption, form-factor,
and range. In this section, we describe the salient design and performance results that pertain to
the interaction performance of WearID, and defer a detailed look at the low-level performance
optimizations and benchmarks to §6.
4.1

Optimizing WearID power consumption

The first key consideration in the design of WearID is optimizing power consumption. A typical
smartwatch has a 200-300mAh battery, whereas a typical commercial RFID reader chip with IQ
output consumes between 640mW and 2 Watts [3]. This implies a lifetime of at most one hour.
WearID leverages the fact that interaction detection requires limited working range — unlike
tethered readers that need to power and read tags tens of feet away, the desired working range of
WearID is only a few tens of centimeters in order to power and read tags on objects near the hand.
, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: January 2019.
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Fig. 4. Back and front view of the WearID PCB.

Our design of WearID leverages this observation to scale down both transmit power and receive
sensitivity to optimize power consumption while not compromising its ability to obtain signals of
interest for interaction detection. Specifically, WearID should be able to extract signal information
that is needed for RF-based interaction classification. In particular, phase information is essential and
has been shown to be valuable for many RF-based classification problems [27, 28, 30].
At a high level, WearID relies on a low-power design that is almost entirely constructed from
passive components. Figure 3 shows WearID’s low-power receiver pipeline. It consists of a directional
coupler, splitters, delay components and mixers, all of which are passive components and consume
zero power. The I and Q signals are fed into a baseband amplifier that does consume power, but
only a few hundreds of micro-watts. The carrier emitter is shared with the transmitter circuitry, and
therefore does not add additional cost to the receiver.
While the building blocks of our passive receiver are also commonly used in RF circuits [19,
20, 22], we synthesize these modules into a practical, open-source platform [8] that exposes useful
low-level IQ information, and can enable new research in wearable RFID sensing and interaction.
Our implementation of WearID is shown in Figure 7. The size of this PCB is 42mm*42mm,
which is perhaps on the larger side for a watch form-factor device but we believe that can be further
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optimized through integration. In Figure 7, we can see that the PCB mainly consists of three modules:
the carrier emitter module, our optimized passive receiver module and the main controller module.
At the maximum output power of WearID (9 dBm), the system power consumption is 72 mW of
which more than 98% is the carrier generator and less than 2% is the IQ receiver. This is about
6× less power than low-power off-the-shelf readers like the AS3993. More detailed performance
benchmarks of WearID are provided in §6.
4.2

Detection range of WearID

We now turn to the primary question from an interaction perspective — does WearID have good coverage along directions that we care about for detecting interaction with tagged objects? Specifically,
we care most about the direction in front of the hand since this is how a user approaches an object to
interact with it.
Signal strength across distance: To measure the amount of overall signal attenuation, we perform
an experiment where we measure signal strength at different distances in front of WearID. We use
the rigid PCB antenna for WearID since it performs better under dynamic conditions, and measure
distance along the front of the hand which is the most useful direction for interaction sensing. At
each distance we take an average of ten measurements.
The results are shown in Figure 5. State-of-art passive RFID tags require -23 dBm of received
power (e.g. the NXP UCODE 8 tag[4]) which results in around 50 – 55 cm of read distance as
shown in the figure. Other popular RFID tags such as the Impinj Monza R6 and the Alien Higgs4 are
based on slightly older technology (2014 release date, hence they have slightly lower sensitivity of
-22.1dBm and -20.5dBm respectively. For these tags, WearID achieves a range of roughly 30 – 45cm.
Radiation pattern around the wrist A more complete view of the radiation pattern across all
directions is shown in Figure 6. The 3D surface represents the region within which the signal strength
is higher than the target threshold of -23 dBm, and can be scaled appropriately for other thresholds.
These results were collected for one user in a Qualisys motion capture facility with 0.5mm ranging
accuracy. We place WearID at the origin and move a tag to different points in the 3D space around
the tag. The coverage volume of WearID varies in 3D space due to hand blockage, antenna placement
and curvature, as well as skin adjacency, so this result is the accumulation of all these factors.
The results show that we can obtain the desired coverage in regions where it is needed. For
example, the coverage is very good not only in front of the hand but also along the lateral and vertical
axes. This shows that the area where the hand is approaching a potential object has good coverage,
and WearID can be used for a variety of interaction detection applications.
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Fig. 6. We measured the Radiation pattern of WearID while worn on a user’s wrist. The origin is at the
top of the smartwatch. While the hand blocks the signal in some directions, WearID provides excellent
coverage of roughly 1.2m lateral, 86cm along the hand, and 63cm vertical. This provides focused
coverage of short-range interactions without being cluttered by tags in the vicinity but that are not part
of the interaction.

(a) Query msg/response from commercial tag to WearID

(b) Read range for commercial tags

Fig. 7. Back and front view of the WearID PCB.

Detection range for commercial tags: So far, we have looked at signal strength rather than the
ability to read commercial tags. To evaluate the tag reading coverage of WearID, we implemented the
query message of EPC Gen-2 protocol to activate commercial tags and obtain a response containing
RN16. Figure 7(a) shows a query message from the WearID reader to a commercial tag and the RN16
response from the tag. To determine detection range, we place an AVERY DENNISON AD-237R6
tag [1] around the wrist in different directions and record the distances in which the tag successfully
responds to query message.
Figure 7(b) shows the result. We see that the read range is highest when approaching it from the
left where the range is about 35cm; front, bottom and right approaches also have good performance
with range between 20–30cm. The worst case is when the tag is directly on top of the reader where
the range drops to 10-15cm. In general, the performance is quite good along most directions.
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Applications

Primitives

Description

Home Automation

Touch

RFID tag as a temporary-use home automation switch, for example,
“touch” interaction with a tag can be mapped to closing the garage door
or turning on lights

Grab, Release

Detect when an individual picked up a food item or beverage (“grab”),
and when they set it down (“release”).

Grab, Release, Pass

Monitor interaction and proximity to tagged objects to provide reminders and guidance, for example, as a component of an elder care
facility, or for lifelogging.

Food Journaling
Medication Reminder
Behavior Tracking
Cognitive Assistant
Life logging

Table 3. Examples of interaction scenarios involving WearID and the detection primitives that are
necessary to support these applications

This result shows that we should be able to detect close proximity to tagged objects as well as
the interaction, allowing us to explore a variety of interaction-based applicatons. We expect these
numbers to improve further with technology trends and further hardware improvements. For example,
technology trends in the past ten years suggest that tag sensitivity improves by roughly one dBm/year,
and should increase up to about -30 dBm within the next decade [6]. This will approximately double
the detection range of our wrist-worn reader at the current output power level, or alternately allow us
to reduce transmit power to achieve the same range.
5

INTERACTION DETECTION

We now look at how we can detect a variety of interactions that are uniquely enabled with WearID.
While interaction classification using RFID-based sensing has been explored in prior work, this
has been in the context of infrastructure-based readers. The signal from a wrist-worn reader is very
different in that it is primarily affected by mobility of the wrist and occlusions due to the hand, rather
than multipath due to surrounding objects and occlusions due to the body blocking the path from
reader to tag in the case of infrastructure sensing. Our goal is to demonstrate that various interactions
can be robustly classified with the signal from a wearable reader to a tag.
5.1

Interaction Primitives

Table 3 gives an overview of several interactions and breaks them down into specific detection
problems that we need to solve in-order to be able to determine that a particular type of interaction
occurred. For example, in the context of food journaling, we need to be able to detect when an
individual picked up a food item or beverage (“grab” primitive), and when they set it down (“release”
primitive). We find that many applications of WearID can be enabled if we can classify five specific
types of interactions — grabbing a tagged object (grab), releasing a tagged object (release), briefly
touching a tag (touch), passing near a tag (pass), and none of the above (idle). These interactions
can occur in a sequence, for example, grabbing an object may be followed after a period of time by
releasing it. We now look at how to classify these five types of interactions by using RF-based RSSI
and phase features.
Which RF-based features are useful? The IQ output of WearID can provide instantaneous and
relative phase information as well as signal strength, from which many features can be derived.
• Phase-based features: While our initial expectation was that the instantaneous phase would
be a useful proxy for distance (given that the working range is only one to two wavelengths),
this turned out not to be the case. The main issue is that the antenna placement in WearID
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Fig. 8. Signal processing pipeline to capture RSS features. (a) shows the I/Q signal of a 10 seconds
recorded holding interaction with 10 KSa/s. (b) is the 2 seconds window chosen for feature extraction.
(c) is amplitude of the signal derived from I/Q. (d) is obtained after a low-pass filter, an envelope
detector, and a normalizer. The dotted points are the chosen RSS features for classification.

introduces signal disturbances that can vary over time due to factors like tightness of the watch
band, sharpness of the antenna curvature, its distance from the skin, and antenna rotations.
Many RF-based classification systems use relative phase, i.e. they assume that signal disturbances do not vary over a short timescale and can be subtracted away. We find that relative
phase is better than absolute phase, but we also find that multipath effects vary considerably
as a user approaches a tag. Despite these issues with the phase signal, the different types of
interactions do seem to produce different types of changes in relative phase, so this is still a
useful signal for our classifier.
• Signal strength-based features: The Received Signal Strength (RSS) is often too noisy to use
when the reader and tag are far apart but quite useful in our case. We find that RSS contains
reliable information regarding presence of a nearby tag. The SNR (difference between RSS and
noise floor) is also particularly useful as an indicator of presence or absence of tags, particularly
when we want to quickly detect tag presence without packet exchanges at the protocol level.
• Temporal features: The time-series of phase and RSS can be used to extract many useful
time-series features. When approaching, changes in phase and RSS can be used to differentiate
between activities like catching a ball, grabbing a pen or picking up a tea cup; when moving
away, they can help differentiate between placing, dropping or throwing an object. We can also
extract temporal features regarding how long a tag remains in the vicinity of the hand, when
an object was grabbed versus dropped, and what was the phase and RSS variation while the
object was held in the hand. These can help differentiate between activities like pressing a key,
drinking, or passing a tag.
Feature extraction: To extract useful features from noisy signals, several signal processing steps
are required. Initially, raw signals need to be segmented so that feature extraction is performed over
a meaningful period. To detect the presence of a tag, we use a sliding window over the RSS of the
received signal until a tag is detected. Then the window is adjusted so that local maximum value is
placed in the middle of the window, and RSS and phase features are extracted over this window.
To extract RSS features, a low pass filter applied to signal to eliminate high frequency noise. Next,
an envelope detector is used as an indication of relative RSS, as shown in Figure 8. The signal is
then normalized and separated into segments of equal duration. Local peaks and valleys in each
sub-segment are considered as features to be fed into classifier pipeline.
Phase features are extracted in a similar manner. In periods where RSS is weak, phase is ignored,
and phase is tracked when a tag is detected and RSS passes a dynamic threshold relative to noise
floor. We used 5 samples from the overall pattern of the phase signal as features for our classifier.
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Fig. 9. Confusion matrix for SVM classifier.

Classifying interactions: We now turn to classifying interactions using the above features. We
look at four interactions — grab, hold, touch, and pass — and show how well we can distinguish
between these classes. To accomplish this, we place a backscatter tag in four different settings: a) tag
on a soda can and grab the can, b) tag on a soda can and release the can, c) tag on the wall and touch
object (similar to touching a light switch), d) tag on an object and pass by the object, and e) other
random non-interactions.
We collected approximately 1000 data traces from 14 users (8 male, 6 female) across all interactions. We use Leave One Subject Out (LOSO) method for classification. – we train an SVM classifier,
tune the hyper-parameters, and report the results of five-fold cross-validation
The confusion matrix in Figure 9 shows that we can achieve very good classification performance
(more than 85% accuracy). The primary sources of confusion are between touching a tag vs passing
near a tag. This is intuitive since both are fleeting events, hence it is possible to confuse one as the
other.
5.2

Case study: Smoking intervention

We now look at the use of WearID in the context of just-in-time adaptive interventions (JITAI)
for smoking cessation. We ask a user to wear WearID and perform a routine setup for smoking,
which includes reaching for cigarette packet, picking a cigarette, putting back the packet, and taking
cigarette to mouth. A passive tag is attached to the top of the cigarette packet. During the experiment,
user takes out the packet with their device-free hand and takes out a cigarette. Ground truth is labeled
as three distinct events by pressing a button which is time-synchronized with WearID’s output.
Figure 10 shows the signal from WearID — we can see the dramatic change in the signal during
interaction with the cigarette packet. The classifier output reflects the sequence of events accurately
— the classifier outputs a sequence of touch, grab, and release events. Given the complex nature
of interaction, the classifier output sequence is not exactly in that order but switches between the
three states. The pattern, however, is clearly visible and a JITAI can be initiated when a sustained
interaction is detected (around time 5-6 seconds). As the plot shows, WearID can provide up to 7-8
seconds of opportunity for initiating the JITAI before the lapse.
The medication pill-bottle interaction use case that we described in §3 performs similarly since it
also involves a sequence of touch, grab and release events of the pill-bottle. So, we do not separately
report the results for this case study.
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Fig. 10. Time-series of interaction with the cigarette packet. The grab event is detected around 5
seconds, whereas the first puff happens around 13 seconds, so we have about 8 seconds time to
trigger a just-in-time intervention.

Accel Energy

WearID vs IMU for detecting interactions One
question that might arise is whether the interactions
that we described in §5 are also detectable using inertial signals from a typical smartwatch. Figure 11
shows the RSS from WearID on the top, and accelerometer magnitude on the bottom during each
of the three gestures. The main observation is that the
signal from WearID is a much more localized measure of the interaction whereas the signal from the
accelerometer is more smeared over time. (Of course,
the accelerometer signal carries no information relevant to detecting passing near a tag.) This illustrates
one of the key benefits of WearID i.e. that it provides
a more direct measure of interaction compared to
indirect measurements using an inertial sensor.

RSS

We note that while other readers such as the AMS AS3993 can also be used instead of WearID,
ours offers the lowest power operation while still providing sufficient read range to detect interaction
with the cigarette packet.

Hold

Pass

Touch

Fig. 11. Figure shows RSS data along with
IMU data — (left) Signals for two consecutive
hold gestures, one on a tagged coffee mug
and another on a tag-free water bottle, (middle) Passing a tag; the IMU sees no relevant
information, and (right) A tag is touched and
then a tag-free surface is touched; while the
Combining WearID and IMU signals Since IMU sensor may confuse those cases, WearID
WearID and the IMU provides different types of sig- clearly distinguishes them.

nals, they can be used in a complementary manner to
improve detection accuracy. For example, prior work
has also looked at detecting hand-to-mouth gestures corresponding to smoking by using inertial
sensors [37]. Fusing RF signals from WearID with motion signals from the IMU can be particularly
useful to deal with confounders — for example, hand-to-mouth gestures corresponding to smoking
are often confounded by eating and drinking gestures, but the RF signal can provide additional information about interaction with a cigarette packet. In addition, heart rate information from wristworn
PPG can be useful to measure signals of craving [11] which can be fused with information about
interaction with the cigarette packet or pill bottle from WearID.
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Fig. 12. In these results, we evaluate the power consumed by WearID. Panel (a) shows the overall
radio power consumption as a function of transmit Power for WearID and AS3993; Panel (b) shows
the power consumption efficiency as a function of transmit power.

6

POWER AND WEARABILITY BENCHMARKING OF WEARID

We now turn to low-level benchmarks of various design choices that we made in optimizing WearID.
Specifically, we compare WearID against other RFID readers, and provide power, sensitivity and
phase monitoring accuracy benchmarks for the device.
RF Power Consumption: We now show that our receiver is considerably more power-efficient
than state-of-art reader receivers, and considerably reduces power consumption while providing
adequate receive sensitivity. Figure 12 (a) compares the power consumption of WearID against the
state-of-art AS3993 commercial RFID reader. We note that WearID is a special-purpose low-power
reader whereas the AS3993 is a general-purpose commercial reader, hence this comparison may be
unfair to the commercial reader. However, our goal is to show that there is a substantial performance
gap, and make the case for a specialized device like WearID to bridge this gap. WearID is currently
capable of achieving a maximum of 9dBm output power whereas AS3993 can reach 25dBm, hence
the two plots have different spans.
Our results show that the WearID is more than 6× more efficient than the AS3993 at equivalent
power levels. At the maximum output power of WearID (9 dBm), the system power consumption is
72 mW of which more than 98% is the carrier generator and less than 2% is the IQ receiver. At the
same output power, the power consumption of AS3993 is more than 430 mW; we believe that much
of this power is consumed by the RF receiver.
Figure 12 (b) compares the efficiency of the two devices, where efficiency is defined as RF output
power divided by system power. Our result shows that the commercial reader is optimized to be
efficient at higher output power, but has very low efficiency at lower output power. This optimization
is not surprising since commercial readers are designed to read many distant tags quickly as possible,
as opposed to a small number of nearby tags. In contrast, WearID has higher efficiency at low output
power levels that are more appropriate for a battery-powered wearable.
Computation Power Consumption: In this section we analyze the processing overhead in WearID
and associated power consumption on STM32F103 MCU [7]. There are several processing steps
that we take in order to obtain user’s interaction with tagged objects: down-sampling the base-band
signal, calculating RSS, calculating envelope of RSS, Normalization, Phase calculation, averaging,
and applying a linear SVM. Such computations can be executed on many low-power MCUs today
given significant advances in machine learning on resource-constrained devices (e.g. [23]). Also,
specialized low-power accelerators are available in the market for such purposes [52].
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Table 4. Survey of work on wearable/low-power RFID readers and wearable-based methods for
detecting interactions.

Function
Pre-processing (down-sampling the received signal)
Feature extraction (calculating RSS, phase, envelope)
Classification (Applying a linear SVM)

SNR (dB)

20

CPU time per
tag read µs
≈ 14
≈ 560
≈ 5 [15]

Required energy
(µ J )
≈3
≈ 125
≈1

WearID
AS3993

10
0
-10
-20
40

60

80

100

120

140

Distance (cm)

Fig. 13. SNR of the received baseband signal for different distances between the tag and reader.

Table 4 provides a breakdown of power consumption. Feature extraction is the most time consuming step in the computational process and dominates the time and energy consumption. Since we
have only 24 features, a linear SVM is small in size and consumes around 1KB of memory [15]. We
note that training is performed a priori and the model is pre-loaded onto WearID, so we only need to
perform prediction on the device.
Both power consumed and latency for computation are relatively small. The power consumed for
processing is dictated by the frequency of performing the classification operation. We only trigger
classification if a tag is detected, therefore this only needs to execute intermittently. The latency
is also small and the classification executes in about a millisecond, so it is not the bottleneck for
real-time interaction detection.
Overall power consumption: Overall, we see that WearID consumes about 100mW in fully active
mode i.e. when RF and compute are operating continuously. Also, we note that WearID can perform
80 tag reads/second, which means that we can easily duty-cycle WearID since typical interactions
occur over a window of a few seconds. With 1-10% duty-cycling, WearID can be optimized to
consume 1-10mW for continuous operation.
These numbers are comparable to power consumption of typical smartwatches and fitness bands.
Smartwatches tend to be more power-hungry and consume more than 100mW in almost all active
modes, and consume roughly 14mW in sleep mode [32]. Basic fitness trackers and pedometers
expend less energy on the display and therefore operate in the 1-10mW range which is similar to
duty-cycled operation on WearID.
Comparing receive sensitivity: WearID consumes less power than a commercial reader, but how
much receive sensitivity does it sacrifice to obtain this advantage? To evaluate this, we performed
a controlled experiment where we placed a tag at different distances in front of WearID and the
commercial reader, and measured the SNR of the IQ output in each case.
Figure 13 shows the results – we observe that WearID is comparable or even superior to the
commercial reader at distances less than 15 cm, and has about 10 dB lower SNR towards the end
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Fig. 14. Phase accuracy for WearID and AS3993. WearID performs very well at reasonably short
distances where interactions occur.

Power consumption
Single antenna operation
Support for IQ
Sensitivity
Hardware cost

WearID
∼67mW
Yes
Yes
Medium
Low

Braidio
∼129mW
No
No
Low
Low

AS3993
>640mW
Yes
Yes
High
High

Table 5. WearID versus other readers. WearID is considerably lower power than a state-of-art lowpower commercial reader while supporting much of the functionality of the reader. WearID has
equivalent power consumption as other research designs while having a much smaller form factor
and greater functionality.

of the desired range i.e. at around 30 cm. At even longer distances, the difference becomes more
apparent and is between 8 – 20 dB. So, while we lose sensitivity overall when choosing a passive
receiver, the difference is not significant in the desired working range.
Comparing accuracy of phase estimate: Since we use a passive IQ detector implemented using
a delay line, our phase output may not be as accurate as an active IQ detector. To determine if this
is the case, we perform an experiment where we fix the location of WearID (and the AS3993) and
move a tag away from them. At each distance, we record the phase measured by WearID and the
AS3993 reader, as well as ground truth.
Figure 14 shows the results. At distances less than 60 cm, we find that the phase computed by
WearID closely matches the measured ground truth, while the AS3993 has a fixed offset error until
around 40 cm. At distances greater than 80 cm, we find that the phase detected by WearID saturates
when the detected energy drops below receive sensitivity. In conclusion, we show that WearID
achieves good phase performance over desired operating distances.
Differences from other readers: WearID’s receiver design differs from existing reader designs in
several ways (Table 5). We focus on two readers in particular — a state-of-art commercial reader
IC, AS3993 [2], and a low-power reader that was proposed as part of an active-passive radio called
Braidio [19]. The AS3993 is the lowest power commercially available reader IC, and consumes
about 0.6W whereas other readers consume more than a watt [19]. However, even these numbers
are far too high for a portable wrist-worn reader. As discussed in §2.1, Braidio operates using two
antennas and does not provide IQ output that is crucial for RFID-based sensing. The Braidio receiver
is also more power-hungry since it uses an instrumentation amplifier to boost the output signal from
an envelope detector. In all, WearID presents a different design point compared to existing readers.
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Fig. 15. We plot received signal strength for the flexible antenna versus the rigid PCB antenna on the
PCB board on top of the wrist. The rigid PCB antenna has slightly better and more stable antenna
performance due to the reduced impact of variable body-induced detuning.

Wrist-mounted Antenna Challenges: We now turn to the practical considerations that emerge
when integrating our reader into a smartwatch form-factor wearable. One practical issue that we
needed to tackle is that a wristwatch is a device that needs to be comfortable for daily wear. Users
prefer to wear wristwatches with varying degrees of looseness. Depending on how tightly the watch
is worn, the human body will attenuate the transmitted or received signal strength by varying amounts
because of its RF absorption and capacitive properties. Prior studies on signal attenuation for mobile
phones has shown that antenna impedance can change significantly when the device is held in the
hand [13]. The antenna detunes in the presence of the human body, which changes its impedance and
degrades performance.
To facilitate an understanding of the wireless channel near the wrist while conforming to the form
factor of a typical smartwatch, we explored two design options for WearID: 1) integrating a flexible
dipole antenna directly into the wristband and 2) placing a relatively smaller rigid PCB antenna
inside WearID’s enclosure (depicted in Figure 7). Rigid PCB Antennas can be carefully tuned based
on their rigid placement and separation from the human body in the device enclosure; larger, flexible
antennas have higher theoretical gain but can be more difficult to tune because detuning effects of the
human body vary dynamically. Since the antenna used in WearID needs to provide power in addition
to communication, we use the largest antenna possible within our form factor constraints. We now
look at the design tradeoffs between these antenna types more carefully.
To determine the impact of antenna type and positioning, we first determined the best placement
for the flexible antenna by placing it at different locations on the wrist, an then compared this against
the PCB antenna placed on the rigid PCB board. We plot the received signal strength of several
different interactions where a user grabs a tag, touches a tag, and passes near a tag. We repeat these
interactions more than 25 times per antenna position per interaction which leads to total of 300
measurements. We show all received signal strengths in a single box plot for each configuration in
Figure 15.
We see that the PCB antenna has both higher signal strength and less signal variation compared to
the Flex antenna-based configuration. This is because the tuning with the human body constantly
varies for the flexible antenna due to small movements of the wristwatch. Depending on how tightly
the watch is worn, the human body will attenuate the transmitted or received signal strength by
varying amounts because of its RF absorption and capacitive properties [13]. The antenna detunes in
the presence of the human body, which changes its impedance and degrades performance. Thus, we
found that the PCB antenna seems to be a better choice than the flexible antenna for WearID.
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CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we present the design of a wearable backscatter reader that we refer to as WearID.
Our work tackles a gap in available wearable technologies — while many wearables are designed to
measure body signals, we lack a wearable RFID reader to sense RFID tags on objects. We present
the design and implementation of a full hardware prototype of such a wearable RF reader that tackles
several challenges including reader power consumption and body blockage. Our experimental results
show that our design is almost an order of magnitude more power efficient than best-in-class RFID
readers in the market while offering ranges of roughly 40cm around the wrist for power delivery
and communication. By leveraging our prototype, we show that we can reliably classify a variety
of interactions including touching a tag, grabbing a tagged object, releasing a tagged object, and
passing near a tagged object. These detectors can be leveraged for enabling interactions with tagged
objects, for IoT applications, and for mobile health applications. There are many directions that
we are continuing to explore including fusion of RF and IMU signals for more holistic tracking of
interactions, improving WearID range to enable a broader range of applications such as Augmented
Reality, and using WearID in new applications including stroke rehabilitation.
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